Dungeon Cards
The Catacombs
by Jamie Woodhead

A game of chance and exploration for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up
where the turn of a card could bring fortune or failure!

Game Overview

In this game, players take the role of intrepid Adventurers on a
quest for treasure in the murky depths of The Catacombs.
They will have to battle fearsome monsters, evade cunning traps
and outwit each other to escape the dungeons alive.
Dungeon Cards is a push-your-luck game where the key to
winning is knowing when to take a chance and when to quit!

Components

Included in this box.
• Rulebook
• 84 Dungeon Deck cards
• 6 Blank dice + 36 dice stickers
• 10 Large cards (6 Player Profiles, 3 Dungeon Boss Profiles and
1 Game Rounds card)
• 1 pad of Player score sheets
• 1 Marker Gem
Please affix the stickers on the dice so there are 3 red swords, 2
green winged boots and 1 yellow star on each die.
Before we get down into the dank and dangerous dungeons, let’s
have a quick look at the various cards and what they do.
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The Cards
Adventurer Profile Cards
These cards hold all the stats and skill information for your
adventurer character.
Action Limit - The number
of actions that can be
performed in a player’s turn.
Going over this limit means you
go bust and lose everything you
found this turn.
Strike - The number of
dice to roll when fighting a
monster or adventurer.
Evade - The number of dice
to roll when evading a trap,
monster or adventurer.
Hits - The number of hits
your adventurer can take
before being knocked out.
Skills - These are special skills that can be used at any time
providing you have enough Skill Points.
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Dungeon Deck Cards
These cards represent your adventurer’s journey through the
dungeon. There are six types of card to be encountered in the
main deck.
Explore - The adventurer is busy searching the dungeons, but finds
nothing of value.
Trap! - The adventurer has set off a trap. You will take a hit and
your turn will end unless you can successfully evade the trap.
Treasure! - The adventurer has found a hidden cache of gold. The
amount shown on the card will be added to your total if you don’t
go bust.
Monster! - The adventurer has encountered a monster lurking
in the dark. You must successfully fight it to steal its gold, or
successfully evade it to sneak past and carry on searching the
dungeons. Failure to win or evade means your turn is over and you
take a hit.
Adventurer - Two adventurers cross paths, and possibly swords.
You can choose to fight or evade an adventurer in the same way
as a Monster encounter. Winning gold is deducted from your
opponents score if you end your turn without going bust.
Equipment - The adventurer has found a rare item that will
boost your chances fighting or evading. Equipment cards are not
discarded after a players turn. Some items offer bonuses that
apply for the rest of the game, others are discarded once used.
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Each Dungeon Deck card has a short explanation of what it is and
how to deal with it, followed by a group of stats.
Action number - This is how many of your Actions it takes
to deal with this card. In this example, 3. You add these
Action numbers up as you take more cards to give you an Action
Total. If your Action Total goes above your adventurer’s Action
Limit, you are bust and lose everything you discovered this turn.
Evade - This is how many
Evades you need to roll
to successfully sneak past this
monster and carry on your turn.
In this example, at least 1 Evade!
is needed.
Strike - This is how many
Strikes you need to roll
to beat this monster in a fight. In
this example, at least 2 strikes are
needed to win.
Gold - This is how much
gold you will collect from
the card if you manage to end
your turn without going over your Action Limit. In this example,
4 Gold.
If you draw a Monster or Adventurer card, then you must fight and
win to collect any gold from it. You do not collect gold from evaded
cards.
You have probably noticed that these symbols and colours match up
with those printed on the Adventurer Profile cards. This will help you
see at a glance what your chances of a successful fight or evade will
be.
The Warrior rolls 6 dice when fighting, and needs at least 2 of them
to be Strikes to beat this Giant Rat.
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Game Rounds Card
Dungeon Cards is played over ten rounds. Use the gemstone on
the Game Rounds card to keep track of the game progress.
Dungeon Boss Cards
At the end of the ten rounds, players can choose to take on the
Dungeon Boss for extra gold and glory. The Dungeon Boss cards
hold the stats and skills for each character.
Strike - This is how many
Strikes you need to roll to
score 1 hit on this boss in a fight.
In this example, at least 4 strikes
are needed to cause 1 hit.
Hit - The number of hits
this boss can take before
they are defeated.
Gold - How much gold
you can add to your total
if you defeat this boss.
Skill - Dungeon Bosses have skills
too! The description will tell you
the conditions for the skill to
activate and what to do when it
does.
That’s it for the cards. Let’s gear-up and go searching for treasure!
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Preparing to Play

• Each player takes the Profile card for their chosen Adventurer
and a Player Score sheet to keep track of gold, skill points and
hits.
• Decide who is going first (If you can’t decide, then the shortest
person goes first). That player takes the Game Rounds card
and the marker gem. Place the gem on Round 1.
• Remove any Adventurer cards from the Dungeon Deck that
are not being used by players.
• Shuffle the Dungeon Deck and place it face down within easy
reach of all players.
• Randomly select one of the Dungeon Boss Profile cards and
place it face down to one side.

Playing the Game

The first player takes the top card from the Dungeon Deck and
places it face up on the table. Regardless of what type of card
is drawn, it will have an Action number on it. This number is the
player’s current Action Total.
If the card is a Monster, Adventurer or Trap, then a dice roll will need
to be made (P9). Assuming a successful roll was made, the player
now has the choice of taking another card from the Dungeon Deck
or ending their turn.
The only way the player can collect any gold won or found is to
end their turn without going over their Action Limit. If they decide
they are happy with their gains this turn they can simply declare
their turn over.
However, if the player decides to carry on then they take the
next card from the Dungeon Deck and place it face up next to the
previous one. They then add the Action number on this card to
their previous total to get a new Action Total and hope they have
not gone over their Adventurer’s Action Limit and gone bust.
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Playing the Game Continued...
Even if the player goes bust they must still resolve the card, so
Monsters must still be fought and traps must still be evaded and
Hits are still taken for failed rolls. When a player has gone bust, all
cards discovered by them that turn are placed on the discard pile.
If the player has decided they’ve pushed their luck far enough and
wants to end their turn without going bust they can now collect
any gold from cards they did not evade, collect items and any
other bonuses from the cards they discovered this turn. They note
down this info on their Score Sheet, put their cards on the discard
pile and play passes to the next player to the left.
When play reaches player one again, round 1 is over and they
should move the marker gem to round 2.

Winning the Game

After 10 rounds, the Adventurer with the most gold is the winner.
At this point, the Dungeon Boss card should be flipped over. The
winning player has first refusal on attempting the Boss Battle.
If they decline or fail then the player with the next highest gold
amount can choose to take on the boss and so on. Any players
who tie roll 6 dice each and the player with the most Strikes goes
first. There is no obligation to take on the Dungeon Boss, but what
kind of Adventurer would say no?

The Dungeon Boss

The Boss battle starts with the Player making a fight roll. The
Dungeon Boss Profile card will tell you how many Strikes you need
to cause a hit.
Each boss can take a number of hits before they are defeated and
there is space on the Player Score sheet to keep track.
If the Player scores a hit, they carry on with their next attack. If
they fail to cause a hit on the Boss, they take a hit themselves and
trigger the Boss Skill (details are on each Boss Profile card).
The Boss Battle continues in this way until either the Boss or the
Adventurer is defeated.
Players may use any items and skills in Boss Battles exactly as they
would normally. Bosses can not be evaded. Players only make
fight rolls against them.
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The Dungeon Boss Continued...
When the Boss is defeated, the victorious Adventurer can add the
extra gold to their stash.
If an Adventurer is knocked out by the Dungeon Boss, any
Adventurers wishing to take up the challenge will need to score
the full number of hits on the Boss to win. Hits don’t carry over!

Getting Knocked Out

When the total number of Hits taken equals
the Hit value on an Adventurers Profile (P3)
then they are knocked out and no longer take
part in the game. However they may still win
if they have enough gold at the end of the
game.

Rolling Dice

When fighting or evading a Monster or Adventurer, or trying to
evade a Trap, players will need to roll dice.
Each die has three icons on it:
Strike

Evade

Skill

To fight a Monster, Adventurer or Boss the player rolls the number
of dice shown on their Adventurer Profile next to the Strike symbol
(P3). They need to get a number of Strikes equal to or greater than
the number printed on the Monster or Adventurer card under the
Strike symbol (P5).
If the roll gives you the required number of Strikes then the fight is
successful and may continue or end their turn.
If the roll is unsuccessful then their turn is over. They take 1 Hit and
lose all Dungeon Cards they turned over this turn.
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Rolling Dice Continued...
To evade a Trap, Monster or Adventurer, the player rolls the number
of dice shown on the Adventurer Profile next to the Evade symbol
(P3). They need to get a number of Evades equal to or greater than
the number printed on the card under the Evade symbol (P5).
If the roll is successful then the player may continue or end their
turn. Remember, players can not collect gold from evaded cards.
If the roll is unsuccessful then their turn is over, they take 1 Hit and
lose all Dungeon Cards they discovered this turn.

Skill Points & Skills

If your fight or evade roll is successful and any dice are
showing the Skill icon then your Adventurer gains a number
of Skill Points equal to the number of Skill icons showing.
There is a space on the Player Score sheet to note down any
Skill Points.
Skill Points can be spent to perform Skills at any point in a
players turn. Each Adventurer has a number of Skills listed
on their Profile. To perform a Skill, a player simply declares
which one they are going to use, removes the required Skill
Points from their Score sheet and carries out the skill as per
the Profile instructions.
Unlike other rewards, Skill Points are awarded to a player at
the end of a successful dice roll. They are not lost if a player
goes bust.
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Health Potions

Some Treasure and Monster cards have a Health Potion
symbol on them. If a player ends their turn without going
bust then each Potion collected will remove 1 Hit from their
Adventurer. Potions can not be stored, so if an Adventurer has
taken no hits potions have no effect.

Adventurer Encounters

There is always a chance that Adventurers will clash in the
dungeons. If an Adventurer Dungeon card is drawn, it is resolved
in the same way as a Monster encounter. However, any gold
collected from a defeated Adventurer is deducted from that
player’s Score sheet.
If a player draws their own character, they may collect 1 potion
from it if they successfully end their turn without going bust.
If the Adventurer encountered is knocked out (P9) any fight or
evade is automatically passed without needing to make a dice
roll. If the player ends their turn without going bust then they may
claim either gold or an item of equipment from the knocked out
Adventurer.

The End of the Dungeon Deck

When there are no more cards in the Dungeon Deck, reshuffle the
Discard pile and carry on.
Happy hunting!
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A Typical Player Turn

Player 1 (Warrior, Action Limit 9) turns over their first card:

The Warrior has found nothing exciting. Player 1’s Action Total is
only 2 so they decide to take another card:

The Warrior encounters a monster! This monster card takes up
6 actions. This brings player 1’s Action Total to 8 which isn’t over
their Action Limit of 9 so they have not gone bust.
Player 1 can choose to fight this monster for its 3 gold, or to try and
evade it. The Warrior goes into battle!
The Warrior rolls 6 dice when fighting. To beat this Zombie she
needs to find at least 3 Strikes.
Player 1 rolls 3 Evades and 3 Strikes and the Zombie is defeated.
In order to collect the gold from the cards, Player 1 must end their
turn without going bust. The Warrior’s Action Limit is 9, and their
Action Total for this turn is 8, so they decide to end their turn and
collect the 3 gold.
These Dungeon cards go on the discard pile and play passes to
player 2.
For more information, videos and downloads please visit the
Dungeon Cards website:
http://www.dungeoncards.co.uk
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